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MCALLEN CAREERS INSTITUTE
Case Study

SUCCESS STORY
TURNING LEADS INTO STUDENTS

The Trade School used a comprehensive
targeting/retargeting strategy, mobile/desktopoptimized video ads and static image ads to
create leads for its potential students across
the Rio Grande Valley, resulting in better
qualified leads.

$5,500 237%
Ad Spend

ROI

THEIR STORY
Mcallen Careers Institute is a provider of
post-secondary and vocational careers. The
Institute offers specialized instruction
leading toward national certification or a
certificate of completion in the respective
fields of study.

THEIR GOAL
GET QUALITY LEADS

MCI wanted to acquire leads for potential
students across the Rio Grande Valley using
mobile-optimized video ads, static image ads
and strategic ad targeting.
"Facebook’s targeting tools enabled us to
narrow our audience based on their
actions using dynamic advertising so we could
effectively deliver optimized video
ads & static image ads by targeting zip codes,
cities and 1-25 mile radiuses within a
specific area. In doing so, we successfully
acquired a number of Leads. We will
begin to explore all the ways Facebook’s
advanced targeting capabilities can help
us find better qualified Leads that could
possibly turn into enrolled students."
Joshua Moroles, Director of Digital Strategy
http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/visual-content-marketing-strategy
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Sponsored Lead Ads

THEIR SOLUTION
RETARGETING | FACEBOOK
ADS PLATFORM

To encourage generation of Leads, we
used Custom Audiences and Retargeted
interested people who had either
engaged, viewed, or took a desired action
to the ads we created.
Ads were served to Males between the
ages of 18-34 yrs of age with a minimal
ads budget of $500 a month.

THEIR SUCCESS
NO LEADS LEFT BEHIND

By constantly and quickly engaging
with the Lead via messenger, email or
phone call, we were able to keep Leads
interested which resulted in a 237%
Return on Investment (ROI).

PRODUCTS USED
ADS (VIDEO, STATIC, CAROUSEL)
CORE TARGETING
CUSTOM AUDIENCES
RETARGETING

GOAL
GENERATE LEADS
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TARGET AUDIENCE
MALE | AGE RANGE | 18-34

OTHER ANALYTICS TAKEN
INTO CONSIDERATION

ENGAGMENT AD
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